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CHARACTERIZATION FOR THE SOLVABILITY
OF NONLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

ELEMER E. ROSINGER

Abstract. Within the nonlinear theory of generalized functions introduced

earlier by the author a number of existence and regularity results have been ob-

tained. One of them has been the first global version of the Cauchy-Kovalevskaia

theorem, which proves the existence of generalized solutions on the whole of the

domain of analyticity of arbitrary analytic nonlinear PDEs. These generalized

solutions are analytic everywhere, except for closed, nowhere dense subsets which

can be chosen to have zero Lebesgue measure.

This paper gives a certain extension of that result by establishing an algebraic

necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of generalized solutions for

arbitrary polynomial nonlinear PDEs with continuous coefficients. This alge-

braic characterization, given by the so-called neutrix or off diagonal condition,

is proved to be equivalent to certain densely vanishing conditions, useful in the

study of the solutions of general nonlinear PDEs.

1. Introduction

A comprehensive nonlinear theory of generalized functions aimed to solve

large classes of nonlinear PDEs has been developed in [8, 9, 10, 11]. One of

the results obtained, [10, pp. 259-266], [12], is a global version of the Cauchy-
Kovalevskaia theorem. This result, which is a first of its kind in the literature,
proves the global existence of generalized solutions on the whole of the domain

of analyticity of arbitrary analytic nonlinear PDEs, with associated noncharac-

teristic analytic initial data. Moreover, these global generalized solutions prove

to be analytic on the whole of the domain of analyticity of the respective PDEs,

except for closed, nowhere dense subsets which can be chosen to have zero
Lebesgue measure. Surprisingly, the mentioned nonlinear theory of generalized

functions does not need functional analytic methods and it only uses calculus in

Euclidean spaces, as well as algebraic methods in rings of continuous or smooth

functions on Euclidean spaces.

In this paper we consider arbitrary polynomial nonlinear PDEs with contin-

uous coefficients

(1.1) £ a(x)   J]   Dp'JU(x) = f(x),        XGfi,
l<i<A l<j<k,

where Q c R" is nonvoid open, c¡, f e W°(Cl) are given, p¡j g N", while

U: Q —> R is the unknown function.
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The aim of the paper is to establish a necessary and sufficient condition for

the existence of generalized solutions for PDEs in (1.1). This characterization
happens to be of a simple and purely algebraic nature and it is given by a partic-

ular case of the so-called neutrix condition. In its general form the neutrix or off

diagonal condition also characterizes the existence of the differential algebras

of generalized functions introduced in [8, 9, 10, 11], algebras which contain the

L. Schwartz distributions, as well as the generalized solutions of the PDEs in

(1.1) and the global generalized solutions of analytic nonlinear PDEs mentioned

earlier.

Obviously, the nonlinear PDEs in (1.1) are partly more general than the ar-

bitrary analytic nonlinear PDEs. To that extent, the existence of generalized

solutions, more precisely, their characterization, proved in this paper is an ex-

tension of the mentioned global version of the Cauchy-Kovalevskaia theorem.

The reason we consider the particular, polynomial form of nonlinear PDEs

in (1.1) is that they allow for a rather simple and direct algebraic treatment

leading to the mentioned neutrix characterization for the existence of general-
ized solutions. At the cost of certain technical complications, a similar result

can be obtained for arbitrary continuous nonlinear PDEs

(1.2) F{x, U(x),...,DpU(x),...) = 0,       xeQ,

where F is any real valued function, continuous in all its arguments. Such

a result is obviously a full scale extension of the mentioned global version of

the Cauchy-Kovalevskaia theorem. Details in this respect will be presented in

a subsequent paper.

A particular case of the nonlinear theory of generalized functions presented
in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] has been introduced and developed independently in [2, 3],
see details in [10, pp. 49-192], [11, pp. 301-366], as well as [1]. Within this
particular theory large classes of earlier unsolved or distributionally unsolvable
linear and nonlinear PDEs have found generalized solutions. However, the

question remains open whether existence results such as those in this paper,
or the mentioned global version of the Cauchy-Kovalevskaia theorem, can be

obtained within the particular framework in [2, 3].

2. The notion of generalized solution

Let us denote by T(D) the polynomial nonlinear partial differential operator

in the left-hand term of ( 1.1 ) and define its order by

(2.1) m = max{|/?¡;| \\ <i <h,\ <j < fc,}.

For the sake of brevity it will be convenient to adapt and restrict the general
framework in [8, 9, 10, 11] to the particular case of PDEs in (1.1) and corre-

spondingly simplify some of the notation.

The spaces of generalized functions used in the sequel will be quotient vector

spaces

(2.2) E = &/T

or quotient algebras

(2.3) A^stf/J
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where we have

(2.4) T cS* c(Wm(Q)f

with "V and 5? vector subspaces, and respectively

(2.5) J c A C (g?°(f2))N

where si is a subalgebra, while JF is an ideal in si . Further, we shall require

that the inclusion diagrams hold

T -►     S?

(2.6)

and

^m(Çl)

(2.7)

<9 -► &°(Q)

where tf denotes null vector subspace, while ^W(Q) is the diagonal in

(fm(Q))N,thatis

(2.8) %rm(£l) = {u(y/)\y/effm(Q)}

with u(y/) = (y/,y/,y/,... ,y/,...) e (f m(Q))N, and similarly for 2c°(Q).
Note that ^m(Q) c ^°(Q) and both are subalgebras.

Finally, each of the inclusion diagrams (2.6) and (2.7) is supposed to satisfy

the neutrix condition, that is

(2.9) Tr\%m(Sl) = cf

respectively

(2.10) Jrn^°(Q,) = cf.

It is easy to see that (2.9) and (2.10) respectively are the necessary and sufficient

conditions for the existence of the vector space and algebra embeddings

(2.11) Wm(Q)^E = ^/^,        y/^u{y/) + T

and

(2.12) &0(Sl)^A=j//S,        y/^u(y/)+S.

From a geometric point of view, the neutrix condition (2.9) means that the

vector subspace y is off diagonal in the cartesian product (Wm(Q))N. Simi-

larly, the neutrix condition (2.10) means that the ideal y is off diagonal in the

cartesian product (^°(Q))N . For further comment on the neutrix condition

see §5.
Assuming now that

(2.13) DpTc_J,       Dp<¥'csi,       \/p g N", \p\ < m,
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we can obviously extend the classical partial derivative operators

(2.14) Dp:Wm(Çl)^W°(Çï),       VpeW,\p\<m

to

(2.15) DP:E^A,        Vp G N",  |/>| < m

by defining them according to

(2.16) Dp(s + T) = Dps+Jr,        Vsg^\ pGN",  \p\<m,

where Dps = (Dpsq, ... , Dps„ , ...) for every 5 = (sq, ... , s„ , ...) G

(Wm(Q))N. It follows that, as an extension of the classical partial differential

operator

(2.17) T(D): ffm{Q)^ff°(Ci)

we can define the mapping

(2.18) T(D): E^A

by

(2.19) T(D)(s + T) = T(D)s+Jr,        Vs G S"

where T(D)s = (T(D)s0, ... , T(D)sv, ...) for every s = (sq, ... , s„ , ...) G

(£Tm(fi))N . Indeed, it is easy to see that the definition in (2.18), (2.19) is correct.

For that, we note the following. Let s, v G (^"M(Q))N, then in view of (1.1),

we obtain

(2.20) T(D)(s + v) = T(D)s + ^2sa-D""v
a

where sa are products of c,, DPi's and possibly DPi>v , while pa are some of

the Pij. In this way, if s G ¿7 and tief, then the inclusions (2.13) imply
that

(2.21) ^2sa-D"°veS
a

therefore

(2.22) T(D)(s + v) - T{D)s e S

hence (2.19) is a valid definition.
Now, as an extension of the notion of classical solution, we can define the

generalized solutions for the nonlinear PDE in (1.1) as being given by all gen-

eralized functions

(2.23) i/-s + fe£ = y/f

such that, in the sense of (2.18), we have

(2.24) T(D)U = f

where we note that, in view of (2.12), we have f E A .

As shown in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], this notion of generalized solution is an

extension of the notion of distributional or weak solution, see also [2, 3, 1, 5, 6,
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7]. In particular, one can construct the spaces of generalized functions in (2.2)

and (2.3) in such a way that they contain the distributions, that is

(2.25) 3f'{Q)cE,        3f'(Q)cA.

Moreover, in (2.18), and therefore in (2.23), E itself can be an algebra. In fact,

one can have E = A, in which case they are differential algebras and contain

the distributions.
However, for the purposes of this paper, it is convenient to allow for the

generality of the framework in (2.18) and (2.23).
We note that within this framework, the only connection needed between E

and A is that in (2.13), which for convenience we shall denote by

(2.26) E < A.

In rest, E can be arbitrary within the conditions (2.2), (2.4), (2.6) and (2.9).

We shall denote by

(2.27) VSm(ü)

the set of all such quotient vector spaces E of generalized functions. Similarly,

A can be arbitrary, provided that it satisfies the conditions (2.3), (2.5), (2.7)

and (2.10). And we denote by

(2.28) AL(Çl)

the set of all these quotient algebras A of generalized functions.

3. The problem of solvability of nonlinear PDEs

Given the polynomial nonlinear PDE with continuous coefficients in (1.1),

(3.1) T(D)U(x) = f(x),        xgQ,

the problem of its solvability will be formulated as follows.

For sequences of smooth functions

(3.2) s G (g""(Q))N

we shall find the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of spaces

of generalized functions E = S?/T g VSm(Q) and A = si /J" g AL(Q) with

(3.3) E<A

and such that the generalized function

(3.4) U = s + W EE = S?/cy

satisfies the nonlinear PDE

(3.5) T(D)U = f

in the sense of (2.18). For convenience, we shall denote the nonlinear PDE in

(3.5) by r.

4. Neutrix characterization for the solvability of nonlinear PDEs

Let us now make more explicit the above solvability problem in (3.2)—(3.5).

Condition (3.3) is nothing but (2.13), while condition (3.4) is equivalent to

(4.1) iey.
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Finally, in view of (2.19), condition (3.5) is equivalent to

(4.2) ws = T(D)s - u(f) G Jf.

It follows that the solvability problem in (3.2)—(3.5) is equivalent to finding

E = ^fV G VSm(Q) and A = si/Jr e AL(Q) such that (2.13), (4.1) and
(4.2) are satisfied.

In view of the fact that condition (4.2) only involves the equation I?, the

sequence s and the ideal J*" , without relating to E = 5? fV or si , we shall

deal with it first. For that purpose, given a sequence of continuous functions

w g (W°(Q.))yi, let us define the quotient algebra

(4.2) Aw =Siw/Jrw

where siw is the subalgebra in (^°(Q))N generated by {w} U ̂ °(Q), while

fu is the ideal in siw generated by w , thus

(4.4) Jrw=w-siw.

It follows easily that

(4.5) Aw=siw/JrweAL(Cl)&f1)n%S0(Çl) = cf.

The interest in the quotient algebra Aw comes from the following characteri-

zation.

Proposition 1. If w G (W°(Çl))N then the three conditions below are equivalent

(4.6) 3A = sf/JreAL(Q.):weJr.

(4.7) Aw = siu./fjj G AL(Q).

(4.8) J?w n ^°(Q) = cf.

Further, if (4.6) holds, then we have the inclusion diagram

J?   -►     si      -»   (gr°(Q))N

î Î
(4.9) f„    -►      sfw

î î
cf     -y    %f°(Q)

Proof. In view of (4.5) the conditions (4.7) and (4.8) are equivalent.

Let us assume (4.6). Then (2.7) yields {iu}U^0(Q) c J^lisi c si therefore

siw csi . Further, in view of (4.4) we obviously have

weJr=>w-sicJ'r^w-siwcJr^JrwcJ1'.

Thus in view of (2.10) we obtain

fv n&°(Q.) c/n&°(Q) = cf

and then (4.5) ends the proof of (4.8). Meanwhile we note that (4.9) has been

proved as well.
Conversely, if (4.8) holds, then we can take A = Aw in (4.6).   D

Returning to condition (4.2), it is now obvious that it can be written in the

equivalent neutrix or off diagonal form

(4.10) /Wln^(fi)=^
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and in view of (4.9), J^ is the smallest ideal for which (4.10) has to hold.
In order to further explicitate the condition (4.10) it is useful to impose the

following rather natural and mild restriction on the polynomial nonlinear partial
differential operators T(D) in I?.

We call T(D) nontrivial on Q, if and only if, when restricted to any ^(Q!),
with Q' c Í2 nonvoid and open, the range of the mapping T(D) in (2.17) is

an infinite subset of W°(Q!).
It is equally convenient to impose a similarly natural and mild restriction on

the sequences s in (3.2), which through (3.4) are supposed to give the general-

ized solutions for f . For that, we shall replace (3.2) by the condition

(4.11) sG(Wm(Q))H

Here (g""(Q))g is the subset of all the sequences s G (g""(Q))N which do not

satisfy the condition

3Q' c £2 nonvoid, open:

,. n) 3t subsequence in s, g G W°(CÏ),       g¿f:

Vi/eN:

T(D)tv = g,    onß'.

Proposition 2. If T(D) is nontrivial on Q, then

(4.13) (g"»(£2))g ,é 0.

Proof. Assume that (Sfm(Q))| = 0 then (4.12) implies that

Ms G (g?m(Q))N :

3f2' c Q nonvoid, open:

(4.14) 3/ subsequence in s, g G W°(Çl'),        g ¿ f :

3i/eN:

T(D)tv = g,    onQ'.

But (4.14) obviously implies that the range of the mapping T(D) in (2.17),
when restricted to Wm(Q'), is a finite subset of W°(£l').   D

At this stage we are led to introduce, see [9, p. 39]

(4.15) âê(Q)

as the set of all the sequences w G (W°(Q))N for which the following condition

does not hold

3Q' c Í2 nonvoid, open:

3z subsequence in w, h e W°(Çl'),        h ^ 0 :
(4.16) Vi/ g N :

zv = h,    on Q'

Indeed, we obviously have the property

\fs G (g""(fí))N :
(4.17) V      V   ''

ie(?ra(íí))^«ttiseJ(fi).

However, the important property of the set of sequences âê(Q) related to con-

dition (4.10) is the following.
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Proposition 3. If w e âl(£ï) then

(4.18) Jrwn%?0(Q)=cf.

Proof. It is easy to see that an element of the intersection in (4.18) has the form

(4.19) u(y/) = w • u(y/0) +-h wl+x • u(y/¡)

where / G N and y/, y/0, ... , y/¡ e W°(Q.). Therefore in order to prove (4.18),

it suffices to show that y/ = 0 on Q.. Assume that this is not the case and
Q'cfi is nonvoid, open, such that

(4.20) \¡/{x)¿Q,       VxgQ'.

Denoting by wv, with v G N, the continuous functions on Q that are the

terms in the sequence w , the relation (4.19) written term by term, yields

(4.21) (io„(x))/+1 • y/,(x) + ■■■ + wv(x) • y/0(x) + (-y/(x)) = 0,

Vz/gN, xgQ.

Therefore (4.20) will imply that the infinite matrix

/(w0(x))'+x    .wq(x)    1\

(WV(X))

V

\l+l w. (X)

J
has rank at most / + 1, for any given xefl'.

Now, a well-known property of Vandermonde determinants implies that the

infinite sequence of numbers

WoCx), ... , ?iv(x),

contains at most / +1 different terms, for any given xefl'. Therefore Lemma

1 below will grant the existence of a closed, nowhere dense subset F'cfl', such

that each x G Q'\T' possesses an open neighborhod Í2" c £2'\F, with the prop-
erty that the infinite sequence of functions Wq, ... ,wv , ... when restricted to
Q" , contains only a finite number of different functions. In other words, there
exists a subsequence w" in w and y/" g ^°(Í2") such that

(4.22) w" = u{y/")   on il".

Now, w G 31 (Q.) will imply that y/" = 0 on Q". And then (4.22) together
with (4.21) will contradict (4.20).   D
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Lemma 1. Suppose the sequence w — (tun, ... ,wv , ...) of continuous functions

on il is such that for any given x G il, the sequence of numbers

w0(x), ... , w„(x), ...

contains only a finite number of different terms. Then there exists a closed,
nowhere dense subset F c il, such that the sequence of functions wq, ...,wu, ...

restricted to a suitable neighborhood of any given x G il\F, contains only a finite

number of different terms.

Proof. Denote by T the set of all points x G il such that the sequence of

functions Wq, ... ,wu , ... when restricted to any neighborhood of x, contains

infinitely many different terms. It is easy to see that T is closed. Therefore it

only remains to prove that T has no interior. It suffices to show that

(4.23) F ¿il.

Indeed, denote il' = int T and assume il' ^ 0. Then V corresponding as

above to il', will satisfy F = il', hence contradicting (4.23).

In order to obtain (4.23), the Baire category argument will be used in two

successive steps.
First, for p G N, define the closed set

A^ = {x G Q| Vi/ G N, v >p + 1 : 3Xe N, X< p:wv(x) = wk(x)},

then obviously

therefore the Baire category argument implies that intA^ ^ 0 for a certain

ji/eN. Denote il' = int A,,. We shall prove that

(4.24) il' n (il\T) # 0.

Denote for peN,

A'p = {x G Q'l Va, v G N, X < v < p :

Wi(x) =¿ wu(x) => \wi(x) - wv(x)\ >\/(p+\)}

then we have

(4.25) il' = (J a;.

Indeed, denote for x G Q'

Mx = {(X, v) G N x N| X < v < p, Wx(x) # wv(x)}

and take p G N, such that

\/(p + 1) < min{\W}.(x) - wv(x)\ \(X, v) G Mx}

then obviously x e A'p .

Now we show that

(4.26) A; closed,       V/»eN.

Indeed, denoting
Af = {(A, i/)GNxN|A<ï/<//}
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we have

a'p= U  (   U   {xett\\wx{x)-wv{x)\>l/(p+l)}

(J     {x G Of\wx{x) = wv(x)}\

KCM  x(A,i/)6A:

n
(X,v)eM\K

But (4.25) and (4.26) together with the Baire category argument imply that

int A'p ̂  0 for a certain /leN. Denote then il" = int A'p . The proof of (4.24)

will obviously be complete if we show that

(4.27) n" c n\r.

Assume therefore x G il" and V c il" an open, connected neighbourhood

of x. We shall prove that the sequence of functions Wq, ... ,wv,... when

restricted to V, contains at most p + 1 different terms. Indeed, if v g N,

v > p + 1, then wv(x) - wx(x), for a certain X G N, X < p, since x e V c

il" C A',, cfl'cA,,. But then

(4.28) tu,, = u^   on V.

Assume indeed that (4.28) is false. Then wl/(y) ¿ wx(y), for a certain y g V .

Denote

V' = {x' G F I uv(x') = u>A(x')},     V" = {x" G F I wv(x") ± wx(x")}

then x G V , y G V", F = F' u F" , F' n V" = 0 and V is obviously closed.
But V" is also closed, since

(4.29) V" = {x" G F|K(x") - wx(x")\ > \/(p + 1)}

the inclusion D being obvious, while the converse results as follows. Take

x" G V", then there exists a G N, a < p, such that t/^x") = i/j^x") , since

v > p+\ and
x" G V" C F C Q" C A; C Í2' C A„.

Hence ^„(x") ^ ^(x"), therefore ct, a < // and x" g F" c F c íi" C A^

will imply that

\wv(x") - wx(x")\ = \wa(w") - wk(x")\ > l/(p + 1)

and this completes the proof of (4.29).
As the decomposition V — V U V" that has been obtained contradicts the

connectedness of V, it follows that (4.28) holds.

Now, (4.28) implies (4.27), which completes the proof of (4.24). Thus finally
(4.23) has been proved.   D

For the sake of completeness, we note the following obvious property of the

set âl(iï) of sequences of continuous functions on Q,

(4.30) Vu; G (£?°(Q))N :

w € ¿%(H) -^ (VQ' c il nonvoid open, z subsequence in w :

z\a £¿%(il'))

where, for z = (z0, ... , zv , ... ) G (£?°(£2))N , we denote

Ao! = (zolfi', ... , zAa , ■■■)
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with

g?°(Q) 3k^ k\ar G &°(il')

being the usual restriction of the function k to il'.  Further, for any subset

J" C (g?°(Q))N let us denote

S\u = {z\a\z*S).

Based on (4.30), we obtain

Corollary 1. // w G (W°(il))N then

(4.31) we 3? (il) -«• (VQ' c il nonvoid open, z subsequence in w :

f\a,n%°(il') = cf).

Proof. The implication " => " follows easily from (4.18) and (4.30).
Conversely, assume that w $ 31(il). Then in view of (4.16) we obtain a

subsequence z in w , such that for a certain nonvoid and open fl'cfl and

h G (^°(Q'), h ¿ 0, we have

u(h)ejrz\a,n?Z0(il')

which contradicts the hypothesis.   D

Connected with the neutrix condition (4.10) we can now obtain the following

result.

Corollary 2. If s e (Wm(il))^ then, for every il' c il nonvoid and open, we

have

(4.32) fi,s\cl,n%°(il') = cf.

Proof. It follows from (4.17), (4.18) and (4.31).   D

We note that in view of (4.17), we have the following correspondent of prop-

erty (4.30)

(4.33) Vj g (Wm(il))N :

s G (<&'m(il))g <& (VQ' c Q nonvoid open, t subsequences in 5 :

tin, g (S""(Q'))g)

which leads to

Corollary 3. If s £ (Wm(il))N then

(4.34) s g (^""(Q))gí •» (VQ' c Q nonvoid open, t subsequence in s :

Proof. The implication " => " follows from (4.32) and (4.33).   Conversely,

(4.31) implies that ws e 31(H) thus (4.17) completes the proof.   D

We can summarize the above as follows.

Proposition 4. // T(D) is nontrivial on il, then (^m(Q))| ^ 0 and

(4.35) Vi G (Wm{Q))% : AWs = siwjyWs G AL(il).

Proof. It follows from Proposition 2 and Corollary 2.   D
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At this point we can turn to the conditions (3.3) and (4.1). Obviously, it is

easy to find E = S?/Y e VSm{il) such that (4.1) is satisfied. Therefore, we

concentrate on satisfying condition (3.3), that is (2.13).

For that, it is useful to note that the existence of a vector space E in (2.2)

and of an algebra A in (2.3) satisfying the conditions (2.13), (4.1) and (4.2)
is equivalent to the existence of an algebra A in (2.3), satisfying the following

two conditions

(4.36) A = si/S £ AL(il).

(4.37) wseJ",       {Dps\peN",\p\<m}csi.

In this case we can define E = S?¡W by

(4.38) 5* = {te(&m(il)f\\/peNn, iplKm-.EPtesi}

and

(4.39) f = {«e (ffm(il))N\Vp G N", |p| < m : Dpv e J?}.

Indeed, it is easy to see that

(4.40) £ = y/fe VSm (il)&Yn%m(il)= cf.

Therefore, we prove now that the neutrix condition in the right-hand term of

(4.40) does indeed hold. For that, assume the relation v - u(y/), for a certain
v G T and y/ e ^m(il). Then, for p = (0, ... , 0) G N", the relation (4.39)
yields v e J*. Thus u(y/) = ve Jrn^°(il) since y/ G 8""(Í2) c £?°(Q).
Now, in view of (4.36) and hence (2.10), we obtain v G cf.

Finally, we are near to the solution of the problem (3.2)—(3.5). Indeed, in

view of Proposition 1, the conditions (4.36) and (4.37) are equivalent to the

existence of the inclusion diagram

S    -►      si       ->   (W°(il))N

î î
(4.41) Sw¡    -►      siWs

î î
cf     -►   2c°(ß)

satisfying the additional two conditions

(4.42) {Dps\p G N" , \p\ < m) c si

and

(4.43) jrn%f°(il)=cf.

We show now that in case (4.41)-(4.43) hold, one can find the smallest subal-

gebra si and ideal J7" in si which satisfy these conditions. Indeed, let us

denote by

(4.44) sis

the subalgebra in (W°(il))N generated by

(4.45) {LPslpeN", \p\ < m}U^°(il).

Then (4.42) and (2.7) imply that

(4.46) siscsi.
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Let us now denote by

(4.47) JFS

the ideal in sis generated by f¡,s. Then obviously f, is the vector subspace

generated by

(4.48) J?Ws-sis

therefore (4.41) results in the inclusion

(4.49) fcjr.

In this way, whenever (4.41) holds, it can always be augmented to become the

following inclusion diagram

J"    -►      si      -►   (W°{il))N

î î

(4.50) î î

î î
cf   -> ac°(Q)

which will automatically satisfy (4.42), as a consequence of (4.45). In conclu-

sion, the existence of inclusion diagrams (4.41) which satisfy conditions (4.42)

and (4.43) is equivalent to the neutrix condition

(4.51) fn^°(il)=cf.

Now we can summarize the results in this section and obtain the following

neutrix characterization for the existence of generalized solutions.

Theorem 1. If T(D) is nontrivial on il, then

(4.52) (g^(Q))g/0.

Given any sequence of functions

(4.53) s£(Wm(il))f

there exist E = & ¡T G VSm(il) and A = si /J" g AL(il) such that

(4.54) E<A,

(4.55) U = s + T eE = S?/T,

and

(4.56) T(D)U = f   (see (2.18))

if and only if the neutrix condition is satisfied (see (4.47))

(4.57) Ssn%f°(il)=cf.    d

Remark 1. Let us recapitulate the main steps leading to the above algebraic

characterization in (4.57) for the existence of generalized solutions.

Given on Q a nontrivial polynomial nonlinear PDE i? of order m and

with continuous coefficients

(4.58) T(D)U(x) = f(x),        xgQ,
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and a sequence of functions

(4.59) 5G(g^(Q))»

one constructs sis in (4.44) and f in (4.47). Then, the neutrix condition

(4.60) f n #°(ß) = 0

is necessary and sufficient for having

(4.61) As = As/f G AL(il)

in which case one can take

(4.62) A = As.

Further, one can take

(4.63) E = ES

where

(4.64) Es=^s/^seVSm(il)

with

(4.65) &s = {t G («""(ß))N|Vp e N", \p\ < m : Dpt G sis}

and

(4.66) ^={tie {Wm(il))N\\/p g N", \p\ < m : Dpv e f}.

In this way one obtains

(4.67) E < A

and for

(4.68) U = s + S?£E = S"/'V

the equation f

(4.69) T(D)U = f

is satisfied.
The above construction, which summarizes the proof of Theorem 1, gives

in fact a particular pair of spaces of generalized functions E = S?¡7^ and

A — si/J? . The existence of other pairs which satisfy the conditions (4.54)-

(4.56) can be obtained from a detailed study of the stability, generality and

exactness of generalized solutions, see [9, pp. 13-16, 163-172], [10, pp. 224-
229], and also [7].

Remark 2. Concerning the problems of uniqueness, regularity—or more gen-

erally, coherence, see [2, 3, 10, 12, 1, 5-7] of the generalized solutions whose

existence is characterized in Theorem 1, the situation at present is roughly as
follows. Within the more particular framework of [2, 3], see also [5, 6, 10,

12, 1 ], rather strong uniqueness, regularity and coherence results have been ob-

tained for large classes of linear and nonlinear PDEs. On the other hand, in [7],

the framework used is still more general than in this paper, in the sense that the

mappings (2.18) are replaced by mappings

(4.70) T(D): Ei - E2
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where E2 = S? fV G FS°(ß) is a quotient vector space which need not be a
quotient algebra.

Within this more general setting (4.70), and for rather general semilinear

hyperbolic systems in two independent variables, existence and uniqueness is

proved for the Cauchy problem with rough initial data. Rather surprisingly,
precisely because of the more general nature of the framework in (4.70), partic-

ularly strong coherence results are proved for the unique generalized solutions of

the mentioned type of Cauchy problems, results which are shown to be impos-

sible within the framework of [2, 3], this being one of the outstanding features
of [7].

However, the choice of the setting in (2.18), (4.70) or that in [2, 3] may

be influenced by considerations other than the strongest possible coherence of

generalized solutions. Indeed, for the global version of the Cauchy-Kovalevskaia

theorem in [12], the setting which proves to be useful is the following particular

form of (2.18)

(4.71) T(D):Ai^A2

where both Ax and A2 are quotient algebras of generalized functions.

Remark 3. The result in [12] which, within the setting of (4.71), proves the

global existence of generalized solutions on the whole of the domain of analyt-

icity of arbitrary nonlinear PDEs, can be seen as a particular case of the result

in Theorem 1 above.
Indeed, the essence of the proof in [12] comes down to the fact that one can

construct sequences of functions s in (3.2)—(3.5) such that

(4.72) ws G JUG)

where J^a(^) is the set of all the sequences w G (W°(il))N which satisfy the
condition

3T c ß closed, nowhere dense:

Vx G fl\r :

(4.73) 3peN,V c Q\T neighborhood of x :

Vz/gN,       v > p,y eV :

wv(y) = 0.

The important fact is that ^,d(ß) is an ideal in (^°(ß))N, called the nowhere

dense ideal, which obviously satisfies the neutrix condition (2.10). This makes
it possible to easily secure the neutrix condition (4.57) in Theorem 1, and then
set up the framework in (4.71).

5. The neutrix condition as a densely vanishing condition on ideals

The neutrix condition (2.10) first comes into the picture as the rather trivial
necessary and sufficient condition for the algebra embedding in (2.12). Then,

in (4.57), it nevertheless proves to give the characterization for the existence of
generalized solutions of a large class of nonlinear PDEs.

This power of the neutrix condition (2.10) when applied to ideals J2" in
subalgebras si of (^°(ß))N should not come as a surprise. Indeed, as seen

in [9, pp. 75-88 and 10, pp. 306-315], the neutrix condition happens also to
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characterize the existence of a very large class of chains of differential algebras

of generalized functions, chains which contain the L. Schwartz distributions,

and incorporate as particular cases various distribution multiplications encoun-

tered in the literature, such as for instance that in [2, 3], for details on such

multiplications see the references in [9, 10, 11].

The form of the neutrix condition (2.10) has the significant advantage of

being a particularly simple algebraic condition on the ideal J*", with the clear

geometric meaning that J^ is off diagonal in (i?°(ß))N. However, except
for that, the neutrix condition (2.10) does not give an explicit insight into the

structure of the respective ideals J*" . It is therefore of special interest to ob-

tain alternative characterizations for the ideals J*" which satisfy the neutrix
condition, characterizations which can give deeper insight into their structure.

Indeed, as seen in (4.2) and (4.57), the structure of the ideals J7 which ap-

pear in quotient algebras A = si /JF G AL(il) can give a direct and explicit

understanding of the conditions of solvability of nonlinear PDEs.

In this section, such an alternative characterization is presented, according

to which, in a certain sense specified later, the sequences of functions w G Jr

have to vanish asymptotically on dense subsets of ß.

Let us now turn to the details. Our problem is the following. Given an

inclusion diagram

J   ->      si       -►   (W°(il))N

(5.1) î î
0   ->  fy°(0)

where si is a subalgebra and S is an ideal in si which satisfies the neutrix

condition

(5.2) jrn%f°(il)=0

we want to find equivalent conditions on ^ , which give a better explicit un-

derstanding of the structure of J7 .

It should be noted from the beginning that this problem of structural char-

acterizations of J*" seems to be nontrivial. Indeed, it can often happen that
when constructing generalized solutions for lilnear or nonlinear PDEs, we shall

encounter in (5.1) the situation where

(5.3) si c (g?°(ß))N

and

(5.4) J is not an ideal in (W°(il))N.

Since obviously

(5.5) (W°(il)f = &ÇN x il)

the situation in (5.3), (5.4) means that we are dealing with the structure of

ideals S in strict subalgebras si of a ring of continuous functions, namely

W (IS x il), a problem well known for its difficulty, see [15].

Finally, we should note that from the point of view of the structure of S , the

problem in (5.1), (5.2) has the following equivalent and simpler formulation, in

which the subalgebra si does no longer appear: find the structure of subalgebras

(5.6) J" c (W°(il))N
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which satisfy the conditions

(5.7) S>&°(Q)cf

and

(5.8) Jrn%S°(il) = 0.

Obviously, the neutrix condition (5.8) will imply that J* isa strict subalgebra
in (g?°(ß))N.

And now, we can turn to the "dense vanishing" characterization of subalge-

bras y in (5.6)-(5.8).
The conjecture about it has emerged earlier, following the study of the essence

of various sufficient conditions for obtaining (5.6)—(5.8), see for details [8, pp.

39-59, 132-138, 9, pp. 173-198]. Indeed, for w G (g?°(fl))N , let us define its
vanishing set by

(5.9) ilw = ¡x G ß inf \w„(x)\ = 01.
L ¡'GN J

Then, the following sufficient condition for (5.8) results easily.

Proposition 5. Given any subset J7 c (^°(fl))N, if

(5.10) Vu; G S: ilw is dense in il

then

(5.11) jrn%f°(il)c0.

Proof. Assume that for certain w eJ*' and y/ e ^°(fl) we have

w = u(y/)

then

y/(x) = wv(x),    Vi/gN, xefl

hence (5.9) implies that

(5.12) |^(x)| = inf|uv(x)| = 0,    VxGfl*.
vGN

Now (5.12) and (5.10) as well as the continuity of y/ on ß will yield

(//(X) = 0,      VX G ß.     D

It is easy to see that J^d(ß) defined in (4.73), does satisfy the "densely vanish-

ing" condition (5.10).
As the main result of this section, in Theorem 2 it will be shown that the

"dense vanishing" condition (5.10) is equivalent to the neutrix condition, within

a rather large and natural class of inclusion diagrams (5.1). The basic property

used for that purpose is presented now.

Proposition 6. If w G (W°(il))N and ilw is not dense in il, then

3ß' c ß nonvoid, open, c > 0 :

(5.13) Vz^gN,       xefl':

Ni/(*)l ̂c-
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Proof. As ilw is not dense in A, it follows that

(5 14) ^xeil,       e>0:

B(x, e)C\ilw = 0.

Define now Ö: il —> [0, oo) by

(5.15) ô(y)=inf\wi,(y)\,    Vy G fl.
i/£N

Obviously, ô is upper semicontinuous. Therefore, the set D c fl of dis-

continuities of ô is of first Baire category in fl. In this way it follows that

B(x, e)\D t¿ 0 thus we can find y G B(x, e) such that 3 is continuous at y .
But then, in view of (5.14), we have ô(y) > 0 hence (5.13) follows by taking

(5.15) into account.   D

At this stage, we shall restrict the class of inclusion diagrams (5.1), (5.2) by
noting that many of the spaces of generalized functions have a sheaf structure,

see [10, pp. 131-133]. For instance, in the case of the L. Schwartz distributions,

we have a natural mapping

(5.16) Ad A'open ^ 2\Ql)

which turns 2'(il) into a sheaf of sections over fl, see [13].

In view of the above, a subalgebra ¿? in (W°(il))N, see (5.6), will be called

local, if and only if

(5.17) VA' c fl nonvoid, open: S\a n ^°(fl') = 0.

Here we recall that we have

Sfo'= {w\çî,\w e J"}

where, for w = (w0, ... ,wv, ...) € (W°(il))N, we denoted

w\n' = («Join-, ... , wu\a,, ...)

with

r°(Q) 3h^ h\a g W°(il')

being the usual restriction of the function h to fl'. It follows easily that JLi(A)
is local.

Finally, a subalgebra si in (^°(fl))N is called/«//, if and only if

VA' c A nonvoid, open, tesi:

(5.18) /        3c>0:        \        1
k      ; V!/gN,xgA': \^J-esi\a,

V     \tA*)\>c     )      i|£i'

Obviously, si = (&°(il))N is full. Therefore J^(A) is a local ideal in the full
algebra (W°(il))N.

We also note that conditions (5.17) and (5.18), obviously recall (4.12), (4.16)
and the definition of a nontrivial T(D) in §4, in all of which an arbitrary

nonvoid, open A' c A is present.

And now, the main result in this section.
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Theorem 2. Given si a full subalgebra in (W°(Q))N and J7 a local ideal in

si . Then, the neutrix condition

(5.19) Jrn%f°{il) = 0

and the "densely vanishing" condition

(5.20) Vu; e S: ilw is dense in A

are equivalent.

Proof. The implication (5.20) =► (5.19) follows from Proposition 5. Converse-

ly, assume that A,,, is not dense in A, for some w e/ . Then we have (5.13).

But obviously,

w\ii' gJHq' csf\a>

therefore (5.18) implies that l/w\a e si\a . It follows that

(5.21) w(l) = (w\a,) ■ (-L-) G S\a • A\a C S\a
\w\a' /

since J^o' is an ideal in sf\a,. But (5.21) contradicts (5.17).   G

The "neutrix calculus", in particular, the neutrix condition (2.10), has first

been introduced in [14], in connection with an abstract model for the study

of large classes of asymptotic expansions. The setting in [14] is in essence

the following. Given an Abelian group G and an arbitrary infinite set X, a

subgroup J^ c Gx is called a neutrix, if and only if

V/Gyr,        y eG:

/VxgX:\ .

{f(x) = y)*7 = 0

in which case the functions / G JV will be called A"-negligible, see [9, pp.

285-288, 10, pp. 267-270].
However, the power of the neutrix condition (2.10) comes into play in a

significant manner within the more particular framework of (2.7), when it is
applied to ideals J", see [9, pp. 75-88, 10, pp. 306-315].

6. Dense vanishing in the case of smooth ideals

In a rather surprising manner, it happens that the "densely vanishing" prop-

erty (5.20) can be significantly strengthened in the case of subalgebras in

(^°°(A))N. Indeed, as in Theorem 2, suppose given a full subalgebra si in

(g'°(A))N and a local ideal J in si . Let us define

(6.1) Jroo = {weJrn (^°°(A))N|V/> G N" : Dpw G J?)

which in view of the Leibnitz rule of product derivative, will be an ideal in

si°° = {t G si n (^°°(A))N|Vp g N" : Dpt esi}.

It follows easily that, as an example, we have

(6.2) (JL,(A)r = ^nd(n) n (^°°(A))N,       ((i?°(A))Nr = (^°(A))N.

As seen in [8-12] , the ideal (J^d(A))°° plays a crucial role in the construction

of generalized solutions for wide classes of nonlinear PDEs.
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Now, for w g J^°° let us denote

(6.3) il{w) = |x G A|Vp G N" :  inf \Dpwv{x)\ = ol = f| ilDPw.
*■ '       p€N"

Theorem 3. The ideal <y°° satisfies the following "densely vanishing" condition

(6 4) VujgJ^00:

il(w) is dense in il.

Proof. Assume (6.4) is false and take w e ^ro° , x G A and e > 0 such that

(6.5) B(x,e)nil(w) = 0.

For peN" we define ôp: il —> [0, oo) by

(6.6) ôp(y) = inf \iy>wv{y)\,    Vy G A.
¡/(EN

Then 5P is upper semicontinuous. Therefore the set Dp c A of discontinuities

of ôp is of first Baire category in A. In this way

D =  (J ZF is of first Baire category in A.

It follows that we can take y G B(x, e)\D in which case (6.5) yields 3p G
N": y £ A^p and in view of (6.6), we obtain 5p(y) > 0 thus (5.13) will hold

for t = DpwW. But w G ̂ °° and (6.1) imply that t = D"w eJ^csi and we

can apply (5.18), obtaining the relation

1

Then, as in (5.21), it follows that

M(l)GJHfl'

and (5.17) is contradicted.   D

The "densely vanishing" condition (6.4) can further be strengthened. A sub-

algebra y in (W°(il))N is called circled, if and only if

(6.7) Vu) G S: \w\ eS.

Obviously, J^d(ß) is circled.

Given a vector subspace W c J2^00 let us denote

(6.8) il(W)=   f| il(w).
WÇ.W

Theorem 4. Under the conditions in Theorem 3, suppose that J^ is circled. Then

the ideal J*"00 satisfies the following "densely vanishing" condition

MW c J*"00 countably infinite-dimensional vector subspace:

( ' ' il(W) is dense in fl.

Proof. Assume that (6.9) is false for a certain countably infinite-dimensional
vector subspace W c Jro° generated by a Hamel basis

(6.10) w°,...,wm,---eW.
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Let us take x G fl and e > 0 such that

(6.11) B(x,e)nil(W) = 0.

For m G N and peN" we define

(6.12) wm-p = \Dpw°\ + --- + \Dpwm\eJr

and Sm¡p: il -> [0, co) by

(6.13) ôm,p(y)=mi\(wm>p)v(y)\,    Vy G fl.

In this way óm¡p are upper semicontinuous. Therefore, denoting by Dmp c fl

the set of discontinuities of Sm p , it follows that DOT _ p is of first Baire category

in fl.
In this way

D = (J   \^j Dmp is of first Baire category in fl

meN/?€N"

and we can take

(6.14) yG5(x,e)YD.

Then (6.11) implies that

(6.15) 3we%r,peN" : y £ ilDPw.

But according to (6.10), we obtain

(6.16) w = X0w° + ■ ■ ■ + Xmwm

for suitable Xq, ... , Xm . Therefore, in view of (6.12), (6.16) and Lemma 2

below, we have ilwm,P c ÍId¡>w hence (6.15) implies that y ^ ilwm.P and then

(6.13) will give om,p(y)>0.
It follows that (5.13) holds for t = wm-p . But (6.12) implies that t = wm>p e

JF csi . Thus in view of (5.18) we obtain

-7-esi\a,
t\il'

and similar to (5.21), the relation results u(l) e J^n- which contradicts (5.17).
D

L-emma 2. If w £ (g?°(A))N then

(6.17) flH = £V

More generally, if w°, ... , wm e (W°(il))N and A0, ... , Xm e R then

(6-18) il\w0\ + ... + \wm\ C Hx0w°+---+xmw"-

Proof. In view of (5.9), the relation (6.17) is obvious. Take now v e N and

x e fl, then

|Ao(u;0)I/(x) + --- + Aw(u;'")!/(x)|

(6.19) < \Xq\ ■ \(w°Ux)\ + ■■■ + \Xm\ ■ \(wmUx)\

<\X\.(\(wX(x)\ + -.- + \(wm)v(x)\)

for every a G R, such that max{|Ao|, ... , \Xm\} < \X\.
But (5.9), (6.17) and (6.19) obviously imply (6.18).
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7. The case of normal ideals

The increasingly stronger "densely vanishing" conditions (5.20), (6.4) and

(6.9) seem to point to a deeper property involved, whose full explicitation is

still an open problem. This is illustrated for instance by the fact that the above

"densely vanishing" conditions (5.20), (6.4) and (6.9) can be obtained under

the following alternative assumptions, when J*" is a subalgebra in (^°(fl))N

which satisfies the neutrix condition

(7.1) jrn%?°{il) = 0

and in addition, it is also normal, [4], that is, it has the property

Vu; G (W°(il)f :
3zGJr: \

Vi/gN,xg A:        ^w eJ".

\wv(x)\ < \zv(x)\)

Indeed, the proofs of Theorems 2-4 will go through with the following mod-

ification. When obtaining (5.13) in the respective proofs, we no longer use

(5.18). Instead we note that we can use the property

3a G W°(il) ;

(7.3) (*)   a¿0

(**)   Vi/gN,        x G A: 0 < a(x) < |u;„(x)|

which in view of (7.2) will imply u(a) e S n %f°(il). Then owing to (*) in

(7.3), the neutrix condition (7.1) is contradicted. We note as an example that

J^d(A) is obviously normal.
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